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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2012076769A1] The present invention relates to a chair (10) having two positions, comprising a first seat part (13) extended by a
backrest (12), a first underframe (15) supporting said first seat part, a second seat part (14) extended by said backrest, this second seat part being
located on the opposite side to said backrest with respect to the first seat part, and a second underframe (16) supporting said second seat part, this
second underframe having a part (17) in common with said first underframe. The first seat-part angle (A1) defined between the first seat part and
the backrest and the second seat-part angle (A2) defined between the second seat part and the backrest are different, and the first underframe (15,
25) and the second underframe (16, 26) have different heights, such that said chair (10, 20) is designed to be able to take up two different stable
positions, specifically a normal-height chair position and a long low chair position, the passage from one position to the other being effected by
pivoting said chair about the common part (17, 27) of said underframes.
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